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Abstract—Telesurgery can be hindered by high-latency and low-bandwidth communication networks, often found in austere settings. Even delays of less than one second are known to negatively impact surgeries. To tackle the effects of connectivity associated with telerobotic surgeries, we propose the DESERTS framework. DESERTS provides a novel simulator interface where the surgeon can operate directly on a virtualized reality simulation and the activities are mirrored in a remote robot, almost simultaneously. Thus, the surgeon can perform the surgery uninterrupted, while high-level commands are extracted from his motions and are sent to a remote robotic agent. The simulated setup mirrors the remote environment, including an alpha-blended view of the remote scene. The framework abstracts the actions into atomic surgical maneuvers (surgemes) which eliminate the need to transmit compressed video information. This system uses a deep learning based architecture to perform live recognition of the surgemes executed by the operator. The robot then executes the received surgemes, thereby achieving semi-autonomy. The framework’s performance was tested on a peg transfer task. We evaluated the accuracy of the recognition and execution module independently as well as during live execution. Furthermore, we assessed the framework’s performance in the presence of increasing delays. Notably, the system maintained a task success rate of 87% from no-delays to 5 seconds of delay.

I. INTRODUCTION

The use of medical teleoperation in austere environments, where the resources are limited, medical facilities lacking, and communication bandwidth is poor or nonexistent, is a top priority in military medicine. Critical injuries on a battlefield can get real-time remote medical assistance from robotic agents, reducing the risk of exposing medics to direct fire. Likewise, robotic assistants are reliable and expendable agents, easily reconfigurable for a variety of surgical and medical procedures. However, such austere environments are often limited by bandwidth, network connectivity, and latency issues, posing a challenge to teleoperation. This is critical where effective surgical intervention requires continuous high-resolution information relay, with minimal delay.

Previous research shows the fatal effect that delays have in teleoperated robotic surgery [1], [2], [3], [4], [5]. It has been shown that delays as short as 200 milliseconds can cause a significant effect on surgical performance [5]. The degradation of task performance can lead to increased mortality risks. Even with the fastest networks, delays are often unavoidable for long-distance communication [6], [7]. The problem is exacerbated due to jitters and interruptions introduced by low-quality connections in austere areas. These issues severely limit the practical applicability of telerobotic surgery. Hence, we leverage machine learning to overcome the challenges of real-time operation.

In this paper, we present a novel framework, referred to as · DESERTS · which uses a learning-enabled closed-loop system to overcome the challenges associated with telesurgery in austere conditions. The goal is to deploy a robotic agent on a forward operating basis, with a surgeon operating it from a safe location. The surgeon’s movements are encoded into unit instructions (surgemes), which are then sent to a robot, thereby limiting the dependence on the quality and reliability of the network.

The proposed framework aims to tackle the problem of delays in teleoperated robotic surgery by using a virtual representation of the robot as a bridge between the surgeon and the physical robot. The surgeon operates using a simulator, instead of the live video stream. The simulated system at the server’s side recognizes and delivers the surgical instructions to the remote robot, while the robot sends back pose information of objects and tools, thereby eliminating the need to encode video frames. This exchange of high-level commands is efficient and allows to semi-autonomously execute surgical maneuvers in a safe manner. The feedback module displays the location of the remote robot and relevant elements in the surgical environment. This information is shown alpha-blended in the simulator side to enable situational awareness. The complete pipeline is shown in Figure 1.

We tested the performance of this framework by executing a fundamental procedure of laparoscopic surgery: a peg transfer task, which represents a challenge for dual-arm coordination and robotic grasps involving obstacle avoidance. The peg transfer setup is colored red and submerged partially in artificial blood to simulate a realistic surgical scene. Using artificial blood poses additional challenges to computer vision algorithms and motor control.

We evaluated the accuracy of the recognition and execution modules, first independently, then we tested the performance under no delay, followed by delays of 1s and 5s to simulate extreme adversarial settings.
The contributions of this paper are:

- A closed-loop telesurgery framework that is robust to delays and bandwidth limitations.
- A deep-learning architecture for frame-wise real-time recognition of atomic surgical maneuvers (surgemes).
- A detailed analysis of the systems’ performance as well as the sub-modules under various adversarial settings.

The paper is organized as follows: The paper is organized as follows: II discusses the previous work in this area, followed by the methods used in the DESERTS framework in Section III. Section IV presents the experiments performed for validating the effectiveness of this framework, along with the results. Section V discusses the conclusion of this work, along with the future scope for the extension of these methods.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Teleoperation can be employed to control a robot from a distance, where the operator performs a task using the live feedback coming from the remote robot. Teleoperation includes factors such as task performance, context, and autonomy [8], [9], [10]. Teleoperated settings can range from direct teleoperation, where the robot mimics the surgeon’s movement, to complete-autonomy, where a robot entirely replaces the surgeon's role [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16]. To introduce autonomy during teleoperation, one approach focuses on sending high level commands to the robot, instead of low-level kinematic data [17], [18], [19]. We propose a system were these high-level commands are not only automatically executed, but automatically recognized, in a simulated environment that does not rely on uninterrupted feedback. In particular, the framework facilitates the feedback to the surgeon by sending information of the tools and objects from the remote site and showing this environment information in alpha-blended displays [20], [21].

In surgery, a well-established concept for high-level commands can be found in Surgemes. Surgemes are a fundamental unit of surgical activity [22], [23], [24], which can help quantifying clinical skills among surgeons and even surgical proficiency [23]. Additionally, by decomposing a surgical procedure into parameterized surgemes, one can recognize patterns to create semi-autonomous robotic systems [25], [26], [27], [28], [29].

The DESERTS framework uses automatic surgeme recognition and execution in a closed-loop feedback setting, where an operator controls a robot using continuous feedback received from the remote site [30], [31]. The feedback information can be in the form of a video or kinematic data [32], [33], [34], [35], [36], [37]. Communication delays and intermittent connectivity [1], [2], [3], [4], [38], [39] severely real-time task performance. The following section describes in detail the implementation of the framework.

III. METHODOLOGY - DESERTS FRAMEWORK

Our framework uses a simulator-based interface instead of live-streamed video to reduce the amount of information exchange. While the user operates the simulated robot, they can also see the pose of the actual robot and other objects related to the task, presented as an alpha-blended view in the simulator. At the remote site, an object detector identifies the objects of interest in the robot's field of view and sends them to the simulator for reconstruction. The simulator works on atomic units of surgical maneuvers referred to as surgemes. Using surgemes we obtain a high-level abstraction of the surgical procedure, hence reducing the size of the content to be exchanged. Our framework consists of four primary components: vision, recognition, communication, and execution modules, which are described in detail, as follows.

A. Vision Module

The vision module first identifies the objects and estimates their position in the real world (using semantic segmentation). The simulator then uses this information to update the scene. We first describe the object recognition unit running at the robot. Then we describe the simulator’s display unit, which reproduces the remote robot scene in the simulator.

Object Recognition Unit. A 3D camera (Intel Realsense) is assembled on top of a remote ABB YuMi teleoperated robot. The camera streams color (RGB) and Depth image frames. This image stream is used to understand the environment state. This module extracts the 3D object poses
and robot tool-tip poses using two neural network-based architectures, Darknet (YoloV3) [40], and Mask-RCNN [41].

The YoloV3 (Darknet) network detects the 2D object bounding boxes in the RGB image frame. Since the YoloV3 network can only identify objects as regions of interest, an object tracker is added to track objects of the same class (for example, three triangular objects). We extend the tracking algorithm, SORT [42], which can additionally address noise, occlusion, and failed detection.

The tracker uses a filter to smooth the objects’ motion per frame. It uses the object’s velocity and a Kalman filter to estimate objects’ position. The estimates are used to keep track of objects’ position. The tracking system accumulates the object detection information of the last ten frames and estimates the confidence of the objects’ presence, which reduces false positives.

Display Unit. This unit allows the operator to see what is occurring at the remote site by reconstructing the scene from the objects recognized by the semantics identification unit. The simulator shows the remote robot environment in an alpha-blended layout (objects, remote robot), as shown in Figure 4. The simulator updates the alpha-blended objects at regular time steps.

As the simulated robot may run independently, the position of the simulated robot and the alpha-blended real robot may diverge. To control this discrepancy, the operator can reset the simulated robot to synchronize with the alpha-blended version. This allows the operator to perform error recovery when the remote robot fails. This offers a safety measure in case the remote robot performs fails during surgery execution.

B. Recognition Module

The operator works with a simulation that corresponds to the remote robot’s environment. A recognition module automatically identifies high-level surgical actions from the trajectories and video scenes. The recognized high-level surgical actions are sent to the remote robot through a communication network continuously.

To leverage the history of activity data, the recognition module predicts surgemes using an LSTM architecture [43]. A notation for the LSTM is defined as follows. Let each surgeme instance be a sequence of kinematic and video frames of length $T$, with true labels $\{y_t\}_{t=1}^T$, where $y_t \in \Delta^K$ and $\Delta^K$ is a probability simplex in $K$ dimensions for $K$ classes. The LSTM predicts class probability $\hat{y}_t \in \Delta^K$ at time $t$. As our framework consists of 7 surgeme classes, we have $K = 7$. We use a cross entropy loss defined in Equation (1) to train the LSTM network.

$$L(y, \hat{y}) \leq \sum_{t=1}^{T} \sum_{k=1}^{7} y_{t,i} \log(\hat{y}_{t,i}) \quad (1)$$

As compared to the earlier methods that use a transfer learning framework [27], or use fixed-length sequences [26], using an LSTM to predict the surgeme at every time step allows identifying the surgeme class accurately before the operator completes the action. Further, this early surgery prediction allows DESERTS to mitigate the impact of delays in the system.

C. Communication Module

The communication module is responsible for the data transfer between the operator and the robot side by facilitating message passing, including high-level surgery commands and feedback information. The communication module has two components: (1) Operator to Robot: The identified surgeme in the simulator is sent to the remote robot. In case of any disruption (delay or interruption), the robot needs to get the missing surgery information from the operator, without data loss, when the connection re-establishes. To ensure this, surgemes are communicated using a TCP protocol. (2) Robot to Operator: The operator has to be updated with the latest feedback as early as possible. In case of disruption (delay or interruption), the most recent feedback has to be sent to the operator when the connection re-establishes. The priority here is to send the latest data rather than to avoid packet drop. Thus, a UDP protocol is adopted for this path to alleviate the costly handshakes and to update the simulator with the latest feedback messages [44].

D. Execution Module

After receiving the surgery from the simulator via the communication module, the robot executes it in the real environment. The robot receives the surgery label, prediction confidence and the surgery parameters from the recognition module. The robot executes the surgeries only if there is sufficient confidence in the classification. The threshold for surgery execution is set empirically. The recognition module can classify the surgery with high confidence at an early stage of the execution, then the remote robot starts performing the surgery before the operator finishes thereby reducing the lag between the operator and robot execution.

Surgeme Execution Unit. This unit performs a model-based execution of the surgeries to complete the peg transfer task. It requires two inputs from the recognition module: surgery label and parameter; to execute a surgery. Additionally, the model-based execution unit needs to identify the surgery parameters, for example, the object grasp points. To recognize the surgery parameters we perform instance segmentation and object shape detection using a Mask-RCNN network [45]. The surgery parameters such as grasp points can be obtained from the object masks.

The execution of the surgeries on the peg transfer task is particularly challenging in a blood-occluded setting [46]. Because the foreground and background in the environment are uniform, and the liquid surface produces reflections, the depth image may be incorrect. To mitigate this issue, the object mask is dilated to fill any holes in the depth image.

Following is the description of the model-based surgery execution.

S1. Approach. Parameter- Target object triangle. It recognizes the object of interest and extracts a region of interest
(ROI) from the object recognition unit. Based on the orientation of the object a approach point is estimated. The tooltip is then moved to the approach point.

S2. **Align and grasp. Parameter: Target object triangle.** The Point of Interest module estimates the feasible grasp points from the masked image. First the object mask centroid is computed. Next, the closest points to the center that lie on the mask contour are selected as possible grasp points (see Figure 2). Finally, the grasp point that is closest to the gripper is used to pick up the object.

![Fig. 2. Object masks obtained from the image segmentation. The proposed method first obtains the contour of the mask (in blue). It then finds the closest point from the centroid on each edge of the contour (in red). The grasp point is the contact point with minimum distance (in green).](image)

S3. **Lift. Parameter: None.** The dominant arm moves upward while holding the target object.

S4. **Transfer - get together. Parameter: None.** It brings together both arms in the middle of the robot’s workplace.

S5. **Transfer-exchange. Parameter: None.** The initial hand releases the object, and the non-dominant hand grasps it.

S6. **Approach target. Parameter: Target pole.** It detects the center point of the pole and horizontally moves the arm with the objects close to the point. It ensures the robot hand remains above the top of the pole.

S7. **Align and place. Parameter: Target pole.** It moves down toward the top of the pole and finally releases the object on the target pole.

The complete pipeline is also provided in Figure 3 for a quick overview.

![Fig. 3. The network architecture of DESERTS. At time $t$, the operator moves the simulated robot generating the kinematics $\{x_{\tau}\}_{\tau=1}^{t}$ of the simulated robot in the simulator (1). From $\{x_{\tau}\}_{\tau=1}^{t}$, the LSTM (2) predicts the surgeon. It is then sent to the robot (3). The robot obtains execution parameters from the YoloV3 (4) and the Mask RCNN (5). The feedback $f_{t}$ from the YoloV3 is also sent back to simulator from the YoloV3.](image)

scattering and reflections due to blood also affected the depth perception of the camera. Thus, we performed a depth value outlier rejection and median filtering to stabilize the image.

**B. Live system control**

We implemented an interface using the Razer Hydra sensing controller. In the simulator, the position and orientation of the controller were matched to the robot’s end-effector. In addition, we used a pedal system to activate the robot’s motion. The robot followed the controllers’ motion only when the pedal remained pressed, allowing the user to reconfigure the hand to a comfortable place when the pedal is released (see Figure 4).

**C. Results**

The goal of the proposed framework is to mitigate the effect of delays over remote teleoperation. First, this section describes how each module on the framework was accessed. Then it outlines the task performance using different types of delays.

**Vision Accuracy**

The vision system described in Section III-A has two components: a detection-tracker and an instance segmentation network. The detection-tracker network was trained weights using 100 images, which were manually annotated. Then, this model was tested using frames from a video sample of the robot interacting with the artificial blood setup. A total of 50,000 images were collected for testing. The object labels were generated through a semi-autonomous system that tracked the initial human annotations through entire image sequences. These annotations for the test images were manually verified at a later stage. The object detector produced an accuracy of 97.5% with a false positive rate of 0.01%, making it a reliable source of object locations during the live simulation feedback.
Surgeme Recognition. To access the surgeme recognition network, we obtained the recognition accuracy of the LSTM network while the user executed the peg transfers in the simulated environment. During data collection, the simulator received live feedback from the remote system and used the communication network to send the surgeme recognized at each frame. This setup had a natural delay that was similar to the testing environment.

We collected and annotated 24 peg-transfer trials from two subjects (12 each). Then, the LSTM surgeme recognition network was trained and tested using a 80-20 data distribution model. The LSTM model was implemented in PyTorch [47] using a hidden layer size of 32. The input data consisted of kinematic information (similar to [25], [26], [27]) from the simulated robot. The model output was the surgeme labels (from seven surgemes). The recognition model achieved a testing accuracy of 85% when using the entire surgeme history.

Live surgeme recognition. In this section we discuss the surgeme recognition performance during the live peg transfer trials. As described in Section III-D, the execution module determines when to execute a surgeme based on the recognition confidence, which is sent by the recognition module, along each label. The thresholds for each surgeme were empirically determined during a tuning phase. Once the remote robot receives a surgeme label with a high confidence (i.e., 90% confidence), the robot starts executing the corresponding surgeme. Since the surgemes can be recognized with a high confidence using partial history from the operator’s performance, the robot can start the current action even before the operator finishes the surgeme in the simulator.

Table I shows the partial surgeme recognition results for peg transfer. It can be seen that the model achieves the thresholds on average using only half (i.e., 49%) of the surgeme historical data. Early surgeme detection reduces the robot’s waiting time after completing a surgeme, thus decreasing the overall task completion time.

DESERTS Framework performance. To assess the efficacy of the developed framework, we evaluated the system under three delay configurations: 1) No delay, 2) One second of delay, and 3) Five seconds of delay. Previous research has shown that the chosen delays severely hinder surgical tele-operation, making it effectively unusable for the surgeon [4], [5]. Thus, we measured the surgeme classification accuracy, the completion time, and task success rate to evaluate the effects of delays on the DESERTS system.

First, we measured the recognition accuracy for the surgemes performed by the remote robot during execution. In a successful trial with no mistakes, the robot should recognize the seven peg-transfer surgemes for a successful trial. The results for remote recognition accuracy using different delays are shown in Figure 5. These results indicate that the recognition performance was not affected by delays. In particular, the no-delay setup obtained the same recognition accuracy as the 5 second-delay setup at 96%.

We also evaluated the performance of DESERTS to complete the peg transfer task. The task completion rate is defined as the number of successfully completed trials by the number of trials. The completion rate at different delays is presented in Figure 5.

In addition, we compared the task completion time in the presence of delays. We defined the user completion time as...
The packet drop rate is 25%. Services provide the lowest delay guarantee of 899%. The natural delay of our system is bounded by rate, without the presence of any artificial network delays, the 200 ms to update every frame and the surgeme messages are transferred from the simulator to the robot, the average delay was 0.057 seconds and a jitter of 0.048 seconds. Additionally, we observed that the simulator takes approximately 200 ms to update every frame and the surgeme messages are generated at a frequency of 5 Hz. The resulting bandwidth requirement for sending surgemes is only 1 KBps.

Finally, we evaluated the packet drop rate of the feedback module running on the UDP protocol (described in Section III-C) for different frame rates in the camera (see Figure 7). We noted that although the delays were 4 times lesser for a frame rate of 20 fps compared to the frame rate of 5 fps, the packet drop rate is 25 times higher. For a 30 fps camera video rate, without the presence of any artificial network delays, the natural delay of our system is bounded by 0.36 seconds with 99% probability. In contrast, the commercial live streaming services provide the lowest delay guarantee of 8 seconds.

We analyzed the natural transmission delay while sending surgical instructions in absence of artificial delays. For the surgeme transfer from the simulator to the robot, the average delay was 0.057 seconds and a jitter of 0.048 seconds. Additionally, we observed that the simulator takes approximately 200 ms to update every frame and the surgeme messages are generated at a frequency of 5 Hz. The resulting bandwidth requirement for sending surgemes is only 1 KBps.

Finally, we evaluated the packet drop rate of the feedback module running on the UDP protocol (described in Section III-C) for different frame rates in the camera (see Figure 7). We noted that although the delays were 4 times lesser for a frame rate of 20 fps compared to the frame rate of 5 fps, the packet drop rate is 25 times higher. For a 30 fps camera video rate, without the presence of any artificial network delays, the natural delay of our system is bounded by 0.36 seconds with 99% probability. In contrast, the commercial live streaming services provide the lowest delay guarantee of 8 seconds.

We also compared the bandwidth requirement for the feedback module of DESERTS. Since a color image from a camera is a tensor of size $640 \times 480 \times 3$ bytes for 8-bit encoding, At 5 fps, the camera generates a stream of about 6 MBps. However, our proposed framework only generates 10 KBps, resulting in a total bandwidth requirement of 11 KBps (a reduction of 99.99% percent).

V. CONCLUSIONS

In dangerous austere environments, teleoperated robots can provide medical assistance for critical injuries, without risking the lives of medics in the field. However, network constraints and connectivity issues have restricted the use of remote teleoperation. We address the limited bandwidth and latency problem and their impact in teleoperation by introducing a novel closed-loop telesurgical framework, DESERTS. DESERTS works by abstracting low-level image data into high-level command data. First, the objects in the scene are recognized, which are tracked, and in turn, displayed at the simulator. At the operator side, only high level instructions (surgemes) are recognized and sent to the remote robot. Representing surgical maneuvers with high-level abstraction, in the form of surgemes, not only reduce the bandwidth requirements, but also allow the robot to operate semi-autonomously for short segments during the procedure, thereby making the whole system robust to delays. The validation of this framework includes the execution of a peg transfer task, a fundamental laparoscopic surgery skill, within a realistic surgical environment. We evaluated the overall and individual modules’ performance on this task for a variety of delay settings. Notably, the framework achieves a task success rate of 87% with delays up to 5 seconds. These results show the effectiveness of the framework even in extreme adversarial settings. In the future, this framework can be extended to incorporate increasingly complex surgical procedures such as debridement, suturing, and incisions to be more useful to the field of telesurgery.
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